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This 2CD album is Everything But The Girl meets Kraak and Smaak in a ground-breaking double album

of vocal, lounge-driven beats. For cross-generational fans of everyone from Flunk to Beady Belle to

Goldfrapp and Blue Six. 21 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Lounge, ELECTRONIC: Dance Details: 2CD

ALBUM - 21 tracks - Life Project:LP2 is the highly anticipated second album from Miami's answer to

Everything But The Girl and the Eurythmics circa 2008! The Cut is a chilled-out, vocally driven 'lounge' set

sung by the incomparable Angie Giles matched by the beat-drenched soundscapes of Patrick Giles aka

HiRO?. The Mix is HiRO? at his pivotal best and wearing his DJ moniker, delivering 12 unique

combinations of mixes and remixes. "It's like the infamous Hotel Costes series only cooler and more

creative!" wrote iconic fine-art graffiti artist David Leroi, a fan and one of the many that flock to the band's

weekly residence at the world famous DELANO hotel in South Beach, Miami, for one of the most

celebrated 'must-see' sets in town. If you love lounge, chilled out beats and amazing female vocals

matched with lyrics that speak to universal themes then this is the album for you. Uniquely presented by

one of the country's most celebrated lifestyle stores, BASE, Life Project:LP2 is destined to be this year's

'must-have' audio accessory. Don't say we didn't tell you! People who are interested in Everything but the

Girl Goldfrapp Beady Belle should consider this download.
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